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Metal Gear Solid (1998 Video Game) Add to guide Go to: Severity? 1 8 1 0 We have not been able to provide your assessment. Please try again later. Words like Hell, Hell, Crap, Jesus and bastard is used in this game. Much to say about Damn and a few Bastard and the other four profanity letters, but none of the F word. Though not exactly a curse in the
usual sense, one of the characters, Vulcan Raven, is called Revolver Ocelot, Russian, General Ivan, which is a derogatory insult to someone who is Russian or of Russian descent. The following elements of the Parent's Guide can give away important story points. There are several scenes in the game that can be depressing, such as the death of Wolf
Sniper, Gray Fox and Meryl (Meryl's death is optional). 2 wins &amp; 4 nominations. See more awards » Learn more Edit Two years after the events of Shadow Moses, Solid Snake infiltrates the United States Marine Corps and sees the government trying to free Metal Gear in the world. With Otacon's help, Snake will put Metal Gear into the world and try to
save the world from the disaster that was the Moses Shadow incident. Written by Johnny Plot Summary | Plot Synopsis Taglines: Snake Is Back See more » Certificate: View all certificates » Parent's Guide » Parenting Guide: See advisory content » Edit Quinton Flynn couldn't talk about her role as Raiden to maintain full security. See more » At the top of
federal hall, Solidus tells Raiden that George Washington became the first U.S. president 200 years ago today. Washington was inaugurated on April 30, 1789, but this scene takes place on the same day in 2009 - 220 years later, not 200. This is because Solidus is deliberately rounding the number down, probably to make its speech flow better. See more »
Ocelot Revolver: Given the right situation, the right story, everyone can be shaped in snake. See more » The European version has changed at least one line of dialogue to transform measurements into a metric system. See more » References Gradius (1985) See more » Can't Say Goodbye to Yesterday Music &amp; Words / Produced by Rika Muranaka
Recorded by James Nichols (as James Nicholas) at Manhattan Center Studio Mixed by Alan Meyerson at Media Ventures Studio Vocal - Carla White Piano - Onaje Allan Gumbs (as Onaje Allangumbs) Bass - Kenny Davis Drums - Eugene Jackson Jr. (as Eugene Jackson) Sax – Don Braden Trombone – Robin Eubanks Conducted and played by Felix Farrar
Orchestra See more » Metal Gear Solid 2 User Reviews: Sons of Liberty (2001 Video Game) Add to the Go to Guide: Parents Guide items below can give away important plot points. Later in the game, Raiden rescues President Johnson from his cell, and Johnson grabs Raiden's crotch, shocking Raiden. that Johnson is surprised that Raiden is a man
because of his androgynous appearance. In addition, very late in the game, the game, he is stripped of everything, including his clothes, after Betrayed and Captured by Mr. X/Cyborg Ninja/Olga Gurlukovich, and spends most of the level sneaking around while naked (covering his genitals with his hands) until he regroups with Snake and recovers his clothes.
In the same sequence, if a guard enters Raiden's restrained, he will make a comment that suggests he envies Raiden somewhat regarding his genital size. After the battle, harrier, one of the guards, during the guard service, decides to take care of the business and peeing on the side of the bridge. The main villain, Solidus Snake, suffocates Olga
Gurlukovitch and then shoots and kills her in the head of the p90 after learning of her betrayal. In one scene, when the B1 Shell Core 2 is flooded, Raiden finds Peter Stillmanscorpse with blood around him. Raiden cuts solidus snakes spine gallons of blood to squirt very disturbing and gory. Emma Emmerich's death can be depressing. Otacon, who is
Emma's brother, can often be seen mourning after what happens. It can also be annoying how Olga must die to ensure the safety of her child at the end of the game. The Patriots can be disturbing for their overwhelming lack of human empathy, and their revelation breaks 4 walls, which may scare some players not familiar with the series creator Hideo
Kojima humor. The scene in which the Patriots explain their motives turns into an analysis of the human mind, which some may find offensive or annoying because it indirectly offends the player's intellect. Metal Gear Solid 3: Snake Eater (2004 Video Game) Add to Jump Guide to: Severity? 0 0 2 6 We have not been able to provide your assessment. Please
try again later. Players are encouraged to avoid fighting whenever possible, either by removing the guards without being noticed, or by finding a way to go unnoticed next to them. It is also possible to remove guards without killing them, as players can knock them unconscious with melee combat or stun grenades or lull them with tranquilizer weapons.
However, the player also has at his disposal a number of deadly weapons and tactics. Enemies can be shooting with different guns in different parts of the body, with different reactions. Enemies shot in the leg or arm will have a harder time using their injured limbs; enemies shot not fatally in the chest will be limp; Enemies shot in the head or groin will die
instantly. When enemies are shot, they splash blood on their surroundings, and blood stains appear on their uniforms. From close range players can use a knife to stab enemies, or take them captive and slit their throats, latch their necks or use them as human shields so that the player can shoot their comrades with a gun. It is possible to exclude blood in
the game from the options menu. Even if the player does not participation in combat, in-game cutscenes depict Is shot and stabbed, and one part of the game depicts characters tortured. The player must also heal his own wounds, with descriptions and sometimes short cutscenes depicting Snake healing his own burns, gunshot wounds and broken bones.
The following elements of the Parent's Guide can give away important story points. In the end of the game, EVA and Snake kiss passionately, and then the camera goes off, sex is implied. After the snake is caught and beaten by Volgin, before the snake torture scene, Sokolov is heard tortured by Volgin, and after a few blows and blows to Sokolov, a huge
electrical discharge can be heard in the background, and after a few additional strikes to Sokolov, it means that Volgin killed Sokolov, although it is not displayed on the screen due to the screen being black, or rather mostly heard. Tatyana can be heard crying in the background, witnessing volgin's monstrous act committed. In the torture scene, Snake is tied
up and is fisted and electrocuted constantly by Volgin, with Snake showing sheer signs of agony every time she is electrocuted. At one point during the torture scene, The Boss comes in and Volgin suggests her to cut her eyes. The boss then approaches Snake with a knife, and as he approaches the knife towards Snake's eye, he is stopped by Tatyana at
the last second. Unfortunately, at the end, Ocelot notices the suspicion that Tatyana is an alleged spy, so he taunts her by juggling revolvers, in which, as is the case with the fire he loaded, Snake lunges at Tatyana and ends up with his eye being knocked out. Blood is splashed on the walls where torture takes place. When Snake is exposed to Volgin after
learning that he is Raikov in disguise, he knocks down the Snake for hurting Ivan (referring to when Snake pushes Major Raikov into the locker after stealing his uniform) and knocks him out after a fury of electric blows, ending with one huge blow. The atmosphere and general beating can be considered frightening and disturbing to some. Boss's death is
depressing. Metal Gear Solid: The Twin Snakes (2004 Video Game) Add to the Guide Go to: Certification Japan:15 United Kingdom: 15 United States: M The following guide items for parents can give away important story points. One of the movie's overres is that Cyborg's Ninja kills many enemy soldiers. One soldier is cut in half, while the rest of the solider
are sliced into the upper half, with no gore shown. Huge amounts of blood from enemies is shown on the wall and floors and will show up in the scene and when the player returns to the room. There are several scenes in the game that can be depressing, such as the death of Wolf Sniper, Gray Fox and Meryl (Meryl's death is optional). Metal Gear Solid 4:
Guns of the Patriots (2008 Video Game) Add to Jump Guide to: Severity? 2 6 3 0 We were unable to upload Please try again later. Old Snake gets shirtless in one scene for a female doctor to look at. His old, fragile but muscular body is visible. Not sexual. The snake does hand-in-hand fighting with the muscular and shirtless old man. Vamp is shirtless and
make sexual movements most of the time. During the cutting scene, Naomi touches his body and reaches for his penis (where he puts a knife), but moves his hand away. At first Snake can find a statue of naked Roman men. If he hides next to the statue, he will fall into a pose and use his hands to cover, then a penis on the statue. After a few seconds, the
penis on the statue will break. This should be thought of as a joke that Metal gear Solid 4 has a lot of humor in the game despite its dark history. Snake can find real pictures of Japanese female stars on the wall, cabinets and other places. They are all young and sexy. A male soldier performs mouth-to-mouth CPR on a female soldier. Snake tells Raiden that
his girlfriend is married to an older man. Raiden tells Snake that he doesn't mean anything to me now, and Raiden's new place is on the battlefield. Several women (and some men) wear very tight costumes that can be seen throughout the game, including the protagonist, who is seen in a very tight suit. This includes detailed drawing of the buttocks and
breasts. It is suggested that the man suffers from diarrhea and is forced to feces in his pants; you can see a brown spot on his clothes during the cutscenes. In another scene, the feces inside the barrel, when someone exposes him, his buttocks are visible briefly. The woman clings very close to the man's face in a flirtatious way during the conversation, she
later pulls him into a closed compartment and sex is implied. A man and a woman kiss passionately while on the ground, he was later seen hitting her ass jokingly; The same man tries to catch another woman's buttocks in a sexual but comical fashion before he stopped. Several women sport some very heavy cleavage, including a middle-aged woman who
has an open shirt to reveal a rather plunging neckline. All &amp;B&amp;Bosses B use sexual movements as aggravation attacks? 0 0 2 8 We have not been able to provide your assessment. Please try again later. Many soldiers hallucinate and go crazy because of their implanted chips malfunctioning. They scream, attack others and act like zombies. A long
and brutal battle between a human cyborg ninja and an undead vampire. Lots of suing and blood, but no gore. The snake is burned. Initially, he hides it behind a bandage, but exposes it to Raiden, telling Raiden that he still has life, while Snake is just waiting for him to die. A brutal and epic five-minute battle scene towards the end of the game. Powerless
human ninja cyborg fights with soldiers. It calls on electricity to fry soldiers. Then he held the sword in his mouth, to attack. The old man is known as a womanist. A man is tortured by another man. It's pretty quick. The man stabbed him and electrified him. A man orders his soldiers to destroy the entire army after their weapons do not work. It is a long and
intense scene ending with a lively corpse burned alive. The woman tries to save the corpse only to burn. He later dies next to another man, who is also burned. The man has a metal arm. The man blames himself for putting his team's position on the enemy and starts freaking out, smashing his head against the wall. The team leader hits him and tells him to
stop being dumbass. The snake dislocated its arm after a fight with Metal Gear Ray. Vamp's death is quite gruesome. A lot of white blood squirts. The character commits suicide by injecting a needle into the neck. Another character looks and cries. Gun violence in the rest. The game takes place during the war, so people are seen getting shot and shooting at
each other. Every time someone is shot, they usually spray a thin mist of blood, a few cutscenes have multiple battles; In the scene a group of people is shot, we see blood holes open in their bodies when they are hit by bullets. In another scene, a man is shot in the head, we see a bloody hole between his eyes. At the start of the game a truck driver carrying
various militiamen was sniped in the head by a PMC sniper, with blood spraying on the windshield. It also causes the truck to crash into another truck, sending soldiers flying at a speed that suggests it killed or severely mutilated soldiers. A group of women wears Hi-Tech devices that resemble some animals; suits resemble an octopus, a raven, a mantis and
a wolf. These characters have a very disturbing background story and are actually quite scary. The octopus uses its metal tentacles to pierce several people in the cutting scene, opening visible holes in their bodies, in another scene wraps the tentacle around the man, covering it completely before it squeezes, we hear loud crackling and we see blood
spraying between the tentacles, the man is seen falling to the floor with a damaged implied body. Wolf attacks and bites several men in one scene, she also uses a whip to beat them with bloody results, it's not gory, but it's quite disturbing. Gekko is a tank with long muscles instead of wheels, the legs are actually made of artificial muscle tissue. There are
several of them throughout the game. In one scene, many jump in battle, killing the soldiers who land on them, the camera stretches, but blood sprays in their eyes. In the same scene are ramming soldiers and kicking them too, that is, the victims were killed during the battle; in another scene they attack a market full of civilians, not Deaths. Several fights with
a sword and a knife, blood can spray and usually pools under the victims. Many fights are choreographed and simply prolonged. In the scene, a man cutting the legs of three Gekkos with a sword, his legs bleed heavily. The man's arm is trapped under a rock, breaks it on his shoulder (we hear a loud thud and screams in pain), and then uses a sword to cut off
his hand, it is not shown on the screen; However, we see an immediate shot from above, where he clearly lacks a limb, and white blood is sprayed from the place. Validity? 0 1 5 2 We have not been able to provide your assessment. Please try again later. The final cutting scene involving Big Boss and Snake can be emotional for some. There is a lot of talk
about government control, future wars, PTSD and the importance of life. Some people talk about child soldiers. Two characters are child soldiers, Raiden and Dreblin. Dreblin has a scar on his head. He suggests to Snake that he got it from his days as a child soldier. The snake is very suicidal in the game. He often talks about dying. Suggested MPAA Rating:
''R'' for prolonged sequences of war-related violence and action, including disturbing moments and some bloody images, short strong language, smoking, innuendo and scenes of raw humor. Like all Metal Gear Solid games, the storyline is intense and contains terrifying, disturbing and brutal characters. The atmosphere of the game is dark and it is the
philosophical nature that make the game for 16 years and more. Some of the shootings are intense. As well as the &amp;head of the intersection of the scene. B&amp;amp;Member Stories B may be worrying to some. Namely: Below are the elements of the guide for parents, which can give away important plot points. Laughing Octopus: Her entire
Scandinavian city was lost by an anonymous cult, and she was forced by the same cult to brutally massacre her family and friends, as well as to rejoice in having to kill them by laughter. Furious Raven: She was placed in a cage with other children by soldiers (probably from Indonesia) and was regularly whipped to death by soldiers in their rage and later left
to die. Later, she stayed with the children to become snacks for the Ravens, but before they could bathe her, she tore them apart, and later tracked down the soldiers, and after dark she began to kill soldiers, even going so far as to kill the civilians they had captured, all the while cawing and screaming in uncontrollable anger. Crying Wolf: Her family and
friends were murdered by a faction in Africa because of ethnic cleansing and left her and her younger brother the only survivors, as well as refugees. later accidentally suffocates his younger brother to death, trying to stop him from crying and alerting soldiers to their presence. Then, feeling a huge guilt, later hallucinations of the wolf next to her, and after
reaching the government camp, worried about the screams of children, and later begins to believe that the wolf kills children (in fact, it is she who kills them). Screaming Mantis: Probably the most disturbing story. After her village was burned to the ground during the war, she was separated from her family and was pursued by death squads in South America.
She tried to hide in the basement of the building, but soon discovers that the building was in fact a domestic torture chamber, complete with corpses littered around the basement. She could not simply leave due to the military presence of the building, and later could not even leave the basement due to closure. For this reason, she ends up traumatized by the
screams of tortured villagers day and night. Later, she began hallucinating after drinking contaminated water, hallucinating the Black Praying Mantis, which taught her how to lock her ears and then eat male corpses, essentially committing cannibalism to survive weeks locked in the building. Snake, during the ending, tries to commit suicide by placing a gun in
his mouth and shooting, but later it turns out that he dodged the option at the last second. The idea of suicide may be worrying for some players. Major Zero and Big Boss's death can be annoying. Big Boss kills Zero by cutting off his life support and then dies from the FOXDIE effect in Snake. Hose.
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